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RESOLUTION
URGING THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO CALL FOR THE IMMEDIATE REVIEW AND REMOVAL OF THE K TO 12 PROGRAM

WHEREAS, Commission on Higher Education Chairman Prospero De Vera III revealed that the K to 12 Transition Program has defects such as the stalled implementation of projects and non-provision of salary for project-based researchers;

WHEREAS, the K to 12 program will not answer the country's declining quality of education. In fact, Chairman De Vera's revelations proved that this program only yielded more problems;

WHEREAS, the K to 12 program has only experimented, profited, created a heavy burden, and provided false promises to the youth. In fact, not only has it added school years, but also provided expensive and dubious fees along the way while not guaranteeing Senior High School students quality education nor immediate access to decent jobs upon graduation;

WHEREAS, we call to immediately stop this as it has already burdened and tortured too many students and parents as well;

WHEREAS, results yielded from this program were negative. And despite K to 12's promises, the quality of education continues to decline and job opportunities remain to be scarce;

WHEREAS, we call for transparency and sanctions to corruption cases in education programs;

WHEREAS, the genuine solution to this problem is the promotion of an educational system that would truly address the needs of the Filipino youth and Philippine society in general;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, that the members of the House of Representatives are urged to call for the immediate review and removal of the K to 12 program.

Adopted,

Rep. SARAH JANE I. ELAGO
Kabataan Party-list